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DEEPER CITY:  

Collective intelligence and the pathways from smart to wise 

Chapter 10: Local-Global 

v.08-10-18 

 

At our ‘Northern Summit’ in Manchester, the one-time epicentre of the industrial revolution, we 

debate possible futures for the UK’s post-rust-belt cities.   The location is in a hotspot of innovation 

and enterprise, but a short walk away, large areas are unproductive, dependent, segregated, 

excluded.  Speaker after speaker calls for creative spaces for new thinking, connecting business with 

research with public services. They call for catalysts for more joined-up governance, for social 

innovation and holistic health systems, and all these in combination, as one-off solutions don’t seem 

to work.  I spoke of a déjà-vu from a sustainability meeting in the same building 25 years before. 

Some things have shifted – most have a smartphone in their pocket and an overload of information 

– and few now propose a  single ‘solution’ with a high-level policy report or computer model.  From 

the unravellings of 2008-2016, and the looming disruptions of technology or finance, the sense of 

turbulence and uncertainty is overwhelming.  There’s still a case for ‘hard-hat’ development via 

roads and railways, but the main focus is now on softer enablers, skillsets and agilities, labs or hubs, 

social or emotional intelligence, less tangible and more challenging… 

As the local, so the global.  The world needs hard-hat development of transport, housing, water and 

energy, but it needs even more the human skills of empathy and collaboration.  For the overarching 

challenge of MADDER (‘mutual assured destruction and depletion of ecosystems and resources’), 

economists point to market failure, engineers to technology lock-in, and policy-makers to double-

binds.   But the reality is all these are inter-connected:  so if ‘techno-economic’ climate policy is in 

stalemate, we look to wider and deeper pathways, social or cultural, digital or psychological. This 

climate experiment is not only in a global physical laboratory – it’s also a human laboratory, a global 

Collaboratorium, as in SCIENCE-III, for prototyping the synergistic pathways ‘from smart to wise’.  

And what of these ‘synergistic pathways’? These are more than ‘blueprints’ or checklists. They point 

towards a collective intelligence, at multiple scales, emerging by collective learning, co-creation and 

co-production.  There are many studies on ‘energy transition pathways’ or ‘smart-city pathways’, but 

these are mostly technical games. A synergistic pathway is deeper in values and wider in scope, 

weaving together all strands, social, technical, economic, political and cultural. And again any global 

pathway is also local and vice versa, shaped by countless local experiments, innovations, 

opportunities and synergies.  

So this chapter starts to weave together some local and global linkages.  First are the ‘societal’ 

pathways, which explore the linking of personal and political.  Second, we look at the geo-political 

context and  ‘developmental’ pathways for both global South and North:  here the Deeper City 

scanning tool might help, with a cross-section of six cities around the world. Thirdly is the biggest 

picture of all, the prospects for global intelligence, and the question from Chapter 2,  the One-Planet 
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/ Athena Hypothesis. Finally we return to the local with some practical notes on User Pathways, and 

the next steps.  

 

Future proofing 
Before that, let’s just recall the future scenarios from the Change-Mappings in each chapter, and ask 

overall, how would a collective intelligence work in these alternative futures?   Are we ‘future-

proofed’, with the cognitive capital to adapt or transform?  The scenarios here are not forecasts, 

only metaphors and tools for enquiry, flexible and fluid, with causal layers from surface to 

archetypes (with timescales of a rough ‘several decades’).  So here are brief notes on how a 

collective intelligence might emerge in each, either in line or as counter to the dominant scenario:   

• ‘Global Enterprise’: a world of rapid economic growth and hi-tech innovation. A collective global 

enterprise intelligence begins to emerge with the digital systems which run the integrated 

supply-chains of producers and consumers. In parallel, government is basically bought out as a 

trading arm of global business with algorithms for decision making and public opinion. In 

opposition, activists and dissidents work on a parallel system of local community values and 

exchanges.    

• ‘Local Enterprise’ – a world of local and regional self-reliance and enterprise. Here, the collective 

local intelligence effects are dominant in both urban and rural areas, based on freedom for 

business, markets and financial innovations.  In opposition, a resistance network emerges 

around collective global intelligence, aiming to steer the remaining trans-national organizations 

towards social and ecological values.  

• ‘Global Community’ – a global approach to sustainable development, leads toward an emerging 

collective global policy intelligence, led by government and civil society, with elaborate systems 

of participation and decision-making. However this entails sacrifices on civil liberties and 

freedom for entrepreneurs: opposition takes shape around collective local enterprise 

intelligence, which combines digital with market, finance and business networks. 

• ‘Local Community’ – a rediscovered communitarian society, based in urban or rural enclaves.  

Within each the collective local community intelligence is fostered by social norms and cultural 

narratives, backed up with digital systems.  This translates to local policy and business, in the 

form of social or ecological enterprise with integrated value chains.   Meanwhile gaps are 

growing at other levels, so a counter movement pushes for a collective global enterprise 

intelligence, aiming at new global markets,  finance and innovation. 

Again, these scenarios are not forecasts, more like ‘what-if’ and ‘why-not?’ open questions, used for 

design, politics, technologies and others.1  They provide a backdrop and future-proofing for the 

synergistic pathways which follow. They also hold a kind of mirror – these scenarios are not only 

about the future but very much the present – and particularly the linking of personal with political, 

which now follows.  

                                                           
1 Dunne & Raby 2013 
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1) Who is at the table: Societal-III 
 

In May 2017 an ISIS-inspired suicide bomb came to Manchester.  On the scale of Middle East conflict 

this was miniscule, but it started a new phase for this city. In the aftermath, this meditation on 

‘societal pathways’ was crystallized, as something which might help (for myself at least), to explore a 

dark and troubled landscape. This starts by trying to ‘join the dots’… for instance, between 22 deaths 

in Manchester, 30 deaths off the coast of Libya and 43 deaths in Kabul the very next day (which 

hardly got a mention in the UK media).  In other words, from failed states and spirals of atrocity, we 

can expect brutal and often random blowback… and to understand this more, we have to look at the 

inter-connections of political and personal.  

And this recalls our mappings so far, and the big fuzzy domains called ‘culture’ and ‘society’. These 

seem to call for a new kind of journey, not only in the outer material world, but the inner and 

personal.  There is a future book to write on all this… but in the meantime this book might point in 

that direction.   

Firstly, is it possible or useful to draw a map of something cultural, for example ‘fine art’?  Such a 

mapping would show wider synergies of ‘actors’, (artists, critics, buyers, galleries, teachers etc). Then 

come further links between ‘factors’ (media, styles, colleges, auction rooms or galleries): and deeper 

layers of value, with social, psychological or political dimensions to every canvas. Looking beyond, 

we see Mode-I type fine art, based on herd mentality and superficial sensation (not uncommon in 

the art world), and then Mode-II fine art, creative and entrepreneurial, but often nepotistic, 

competitive and self-interested.  For a Mode-III fine art, not so easy to define, but we tend to know it 

when we see it, with ‘wiser’ qualities of higher civilization (such questions of course are open to 

great debate…).    

And as for ‘society’.... where to start?  We can explore the synergistic pathways for the macro-level 

structures of POLITICAL-ECONOMY-III,  or public services such as EDUCATION-III, and WELL-HEALTH-III.   

Each pathway reflects one angle on society: behind these are the social structures of class, 

occupation, kinship, ethnic groups: and the social dynamics of inequality or exclusion.  And then, 

from the unravellings of 2008-2016, came hard lessons on the darker sides of white male 

supremacy, populism and nationalism, post-truth and MADDER. All these are needed on the table, in 

order to explore the positive case – how would a ‘wiser’ society work, with what measures of 

equality or inclusion or justice?   And what kind of synergistic pathways could lead towards it?   

The visual thinking at SOCIETAL-PATHWAYS is just one way to join the dots between the personal and 

political.  The upper part (A&B) shows the general direction… societal transformation, from a system 

of oppression and ‘winners-take-all’, towards a ‘civilization’ where ‘winners are all’. This picture 

starts with the 0.00000001% – the handful of billionaires with more wealth than half the world’s 

population.2  These are symptoms of the logic of capitalism (as we know it) which celebrates excess, 

with ever-increasing profit built into the algorithm of capital, while democratic systems are captured 

by elites, on a one-way street towards inequality.3  This is not only about material wealth and 

poverty, but many other forms of division and oppression, now framed as ‘inter-sectionality’ – 

                                                           
2 Oxfam 2017 
3 Piketty 2014 
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oppression of women and LGBT groups, youth and elderly, outsiders and migrants, cultural and 

ethnic groups, and indeed the majority who are in some way alienated, vulnerable, excluded, 

depressed, repressed or disempowered.  

As for societal transformation, this shows up in each of the pathways throughout this book.  The 

common thread again seems to be about realizing deeper sources of value, with further  horizons for 

cause and effect, through wider kinds of social synergies…  

But what if society, as we know it, is inextricably fractured and divided? In SOCIETAL-PATHWAYS (C) we 

see some of the ‘varieties of societal discourse’, the archetypes of collective frames and mindsets. 

Each of these varieties has a certain pattern of self-reinforcement with social, cultural, economic, 

psychological or political values. Such patterns are liable to pop up into the external world, of 

political voting, cultural practices, economic exploitation or extreme military adventures.  Each of 

these discourses has a set of ‘providers’, ‘trust nodes’ and ‘strategic actions’: each is neither right or 

wrong, but contains strong distrust or antipathy, of at least one of the other varieties. The 

arrangement here is  in four corners, as a mirror of the scenario ‘future-proofing’ framework.  The 

implication is that the ‘future’ and the ‘present’ are different angles on the same underlying realities.  

If we stretch the vertical axis further, we get into a zone of ‘theo-political extremism’. The 

Manchester suicide bomber would have been ‘radicalized’, where the Islamic Caliphate quest, 

historic grievance and a personal Jihad, all combined to justify the mass murder of civilians as 

‘unbelievers’ in a global cultural war.  In a different but possibly parallel case, the USA drone missile 

strikes in Yemen and Afghanistan, (and by implication, the mendacious sales of UK arms to 

oppressive regimes), could also be seen as ‘radicalized’, where security logic justifies the murder of 

civilians, as so-called ‘collateral damage’ in a ‘geo-political’ military war.  Is a cultural war 

comparable to a military war?  Certainly one man’s ‘terrorist’ is another’s ‘freedom fighter’, but for 

civilians murdered in the desert, the effect is the same. We leave this for the moral philosophers….  

For now, on the interface of personal with political, there’s an endless labyrinth of social theory, so 

for the moment I draw on personal observation.  This starts with human experience: further down 

the page, on the left (D) are some  of the internal ‘psycho-social syndromes’ which underlie the 

external varieties.  The count of human suffering seems endless:  traumas and abuse, cultural 

exclusion and expropriation, repression and disempowerment, exploitation and alienation, material 

poverty and spiritual poverty.  Each can be cause and/or effect of the societal discourses above, 

singly or in combination.  Where there is ‘inner’ pain and alienation, then ‘outer’ forms of 

aggression, paranoia or self-harm are a likely result – so could this explain socio-pathic greed, 

intolerance and aggression?  The patterns are now emerging of ‘sociopathic’ self-destruction, hard-

wired into neo-liberal capitalism, at the roots of the MADDER doctrine, with declining emotional 

intelligence in many sectors and regions.4  This is not a fixed or predictable thing, more of a continual 

process, which points towards the right-hand side of the picture. Here each of the personal 

syndromes has potential for transformation through personal journeys – whether by psycho-

therapy, conflict mediation, inclusive livelihoods, cultural empowerment, or many other 

combinations. And once we look, there are examples everywhere: the journeys of prisoners via art 

                                                           
4 Derber, 2013:  6seconds 2016 & http://6sec.org/soh16  

https://outlook.manchester.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=dt6jrc7g2k1XIWfbu8HlXm2tGJvHGWPTsYuXrxaOpDLj4BeZJnfWCA..&URL=http%3a%2f%2f6sec.org%2fsoh16
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and meditation, journeys of deep right-wing extractors into deep ecology, or journeys of 

rehabilitation from trauma and addiction.5 

 

Pathways and social change 
 

One key here is to connect journeys / pathways of the human experience (‘inner’), with journeys / 

pathways of societal transformations (‘outer’).  And another key is to connect the journeys across 

societal structures, as in Chapter 8:  we can look at societal pathways for the elite, ‘included’ and the 

‘excluded’.  Again, there’s no easy answers, in an age of post-democracy and post-truth, captured by 

the global elite with technology at their service, subverting not only politics and wealth, but reality 

itself. And it’s certainly challenging to envision the synergistic pathways of others such as suicide 

bombers, narcotic warlords, serial abusers or predatory capitalists...  But this is the challenge in front 

of us.  So this is just a starter list of pathways for debate. 

For a socio-political-economy pathway, we look for synergies of public health, social care and 

ageing, community enterprise and livelihood, social mentoring and mutual aid.  We look for 

recirculation of welfare costs and benefits, integrated human resource strategies, ‘social return on 

investment’ and social value accounting.  We look for co-evolutionary seeds and signals of a social 

welfare system which works better at lower cost.  The Universal Basic Income is possibly the most 

important structural action (see below), but we can anticipate it would call for a level of collective 

social intelligence as yet untested.  Meanwhile, there are countless examples on similar pathways, of 

community re-skilling, foundational economy and ‘deep place’ enquiries.6  

For a socio-eco-cultural pathway, we look for synergies of places and identities, personal histories 

and memories,  ageing and ‘grey economy’ leisure, local food culture, climate-adaptive gardens  and 

ecosystems.  This adds value with the socio-political-economy pathway, so that people with stronger 

local roots (i.e. the young, the old and families with children) are enabled for creative social-eco 

enterprise and empowerment.  Examples include living history archives, ‘incredible-edible’ health / 

education / enterprise combinations, permaculture design, and urban food cooperatives.7     

As for a socio-techno-urban pathway, the door is now open to extraordinary rates of innovation, the 

challenge being in taming and managing it.  As the digital disruption tends to destroys mainstream 

jobs, particularly for the vulnerable and peripheral, new forms of value-added will emerge in the 

virtual and geo-locational worlds. Some are about basic local needs, others more global knowledge-

based networks:  and where technical-level data processing is automated and robotized, human 

intelligence would be the new value-added. There is now an ocean of experimentation, in Fab-Labs 

and Living Labs, social encounter algorithms and social learning platforms.8  Learning from disruptive 

platforms such as Uber and AirBnB, as in SMART-SERVICES-III, new interfaces are emerging in the 

crucial space between technology ‘smartness’ and human ‘wisdom’.  

                                                           
5 Ravetz and Ravetz 2016: Karcher 2017 
6 Adamson & Lang 2014: Bowman et al 2014 
7 www.incredible-edible-todmorden.co.uk  
8 Carstensen & Bason 2012 

http://www.incredible-edible-todmorden.co.uk/
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The second shortlist of pathways comes back to societal structures, and questions of fundamental 

equality and inclusion, in a post-democracy and post-truth age.  Thinking positively, there’s a 

proposition that we live not only in a ‘post-’ something, but a ‘pre-’ something age: looking for signs 

of co-evolution, in an age which is pre-cognitive-capital, pre-collective-intelligence, pre-deeper-city…  

For the bigger picture, a political ‘prospectus’ is sketched in Chapter 8.  But this is only partly aimed 

at the political classes, as it seems more likely to emerge from grassroots innovation, in a situation of 

turbulence, paranoia and power-grab manipulation. In the UK for example, the political media 

agenda is run by a closed cabal of five tax-exile right-wing billionaires: in the US, the ‘military-

industrial-fossil-fuel-dark-web’ complex, and the MADDER doctrine grows in power.9  Similar trends 

are seen all around: at the 2017 meeting of the G20, it was visible for the first time that the majority 

of large nations now suffer rampant abuse of power, corruption and/or inequality.  

As for the UK, our prime case study, the socio-economic-cultural-political dynamics (as of 2019) are 

more like uncertainty and malaise, more than direct visible oppression, which doesn’t favour radical 

change or revolution. Here and in similar cases, it could be more effective to look for societal change 

in the form of cultural subversion, social innovation, ‘rhizomatic’ grass-roots creative disruption.  

One way to frame the potentials is by broad social group, the ‘elite / included / excluded’, the 

simplistic structure from Chapter 8:  

• For the ‘excluded’, the majority who are alienated abused or disempowered, priority pathways 

are needed which enable opportunities, assets and livelihoods. These are not only about political 

structures but economic stake-holding, social connectivity and cultural creativity. The current 

debate on ‘inclusive growth’ is pointing in this direction, but needs to look much further towards 

a collective societal intelligence, with transformation in multiple layers. 

• For the ‘included’, so-called ‘stakeholders’ with a stake and role in the system, the picture for 

individuals and communities is mixed, whether to buy into the system or challenge it?  This calls 

for pathways of opportunity and transformation, as sketched above. But if current trends 

continue, digital-structural unemployment combines with climate change, social inequality and 

techno-economic extraction. It seems likely that many ‘included’ will rapidly be ‘excluded’, and 

the choice is disruption, either destructive or creative.    

• For the ‘elite’, the capitalists mandarins and warlords, pathways are needed which combine 

consensus with confrontation, which link between inner and outer, on social, cultural, political 

and psychological levels. In terms of any possible collective global intelligence, we have a global 

pathology, which calls for a continuing therapeutic process, at both individual and societal level, 

both for abuser and abused.   

Similar directions come up with the social hierarchies of INEQUALITY-III, or in public services of WELL-

HEALTH-III.  If there is one single most useful step, this could be the Universal Basic Income, and each 

pathway here should help to make this more feasible and enabling of collective societal 

intelligence.10  In this and other societal change, we look for the ‘assets and livelihoods’ of the 

excluded and dependent, not just as commodities or problems, but as humans full of potential for 

                                                           
9 Addison 2015: Klein 2014 
10 Srnicek & Williams 2017 
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life and creativity. In the deeper mind of communities or kinship networks, we look not only for 

‘social capital’ as an item to be measured, more for ‘cognitive capital’ as a process to be cultivated.  

We study not only the nexus of intractable problems, but the connexus of opportunities. And overall, 

the point is not only to understand the system, but to change it...     
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Figure 10-1:  SOCIETAL-PATHWAYS 
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2) Where and when: Developmental-III 
 

From the ‘high level expert’ meeting in India on ‘urban transformation’, we see fountains and 

peacocks in the hotel gardens, while just outside the gate, gross inequality and exploitation.  But this 

is not only about rich and poor, in this or that city – it’s more about a global system, with global 

questions on development and under-development, or uneven development and development 

consensus. The complex flows of power, money, resources and ideologies, each it seems are locked 

into the global game.11  Could the synergistic approach help?  If each nation were to follow its 

synergistic pathways for growth and development, what of the relations and balances between 

them?  Are there higher-level synergistic pathways for the global geo-political game itself?   

Here, (again with apologies for generalization and simplification), is a sketch of a huge agenda.  

This starts with the contrast between the nations of the South (developing), to those of the North 

(developed).  Nothing is simple, but there are real differences between the 50% of the world with 

average incomes of $500, and the 10% with $14000 (not to mention the 1% or the 0.00000001%).12  

This points to the simple sketch in the top left of DEVELOPMENT-PATHWAYS-(A).  In the South, natural 

resources are extracted which feed corruption and autocracy.  Rural farmers are displaced or bought 

out by industrial agri-business, and migrate to the urban informal slum settlements, working in low-

regulation factories to produce low-cost goods for the North.  Rich tourists from the North sit inside 

walled enclaves on the tropical beaches: they return home to another kind of walled enclave, 

working to export skills and finance (and solid waste) back to the South…  There’s an underlying 

balance of credit and debt, where the nations of the South put their money into the richest, buying 

debts which fuel the deficits of the North, with the most extreme case being the USA, a ‘Global 

Minotaur’ demanding tribute firstly in credit, then in debt.13  

As to the alternative, in the top right corner (B) – a transformation of relations between South and 

North. This envisions a synergistic development on both sides, with global loops of recirculation, 

between a ‘wider’ set of communities, with a ‘deeper’ range of values. In the South we see resource 

stewardship and rural livelihood circles, and the use of natural resources for ecological balance (e.g. 

negative carbon projects). We see industrial ecology and re-circular economy loops, with workers 

living in shared-mind communities of mutual aid and reciprocity.  On the Northern side there’s a 

similar picture of synergistic value circles, with a ‘wider’ set of communities and ‘deeper’ set of 

values beyond the material. Between each side there is South-North circular migration in skills, 

livelihoods, assets and occupations. (If all this seems utopian, it’s actually not far from the 

aspirations of Chinese national development plan…). 

How to get from syndromes to synergies?  There is already a huge industry called ‘development’, but 

many would argue, this perpetuates existing structures of inequality and dependency.  To explore 

beyond the status quo, here is a version of the dynamic cycle (from previous chapters), at the centre 

left of DEVELOPMENT-PATHWAYS-(C).   

                                                           
11 Hornborg, 2009.  
12 https://ourworldindata.org/global-economic-inequality  
13 Varoufakis 2011 

https://ourworldindata.org/global-economic-inequality
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This helps to explore alternative trajectories, which are often framed as simple growth in GDP. The 

chart shows an aggregated ‘quantity of material growth’ (vertical axis), versus ‘quality of socio-

political development’ (horizontal axis).  The vertical axis equates roughly to mode-I linear change, 

and the horizontal axis to mode-III synergistic change.  (Further detail would bring in scanning data, 

next section). 

This dynamic cycle shows developing nations in the ‘South’ early on the growth curve at (1), with 

over 5% growth in GDP, infrastructure and urbanization.  In developed nations of the ‘North’ (2), the 

growth dynamic tends to stall, the climax condition shows near zero growth, and is vulnerable to 

threat or instability.  Sooner or later there is crisis at (3), in economic, political, technology or 

ecology domains (or any combination). This is generally most destructive for the most vulnerable, as 

in shrinking cities such as Liverpool or Detroit, austerity policies in Greece or Portugal, or failed 

states such as Afghanistan or Syria.  The restructuring on the ‘back-loop’ of the cycle at (4), then 

involves further disruption, typically with gentrification, outsourcing, privatization and other 

disruptive processes. Looking closer, while ‘growth’ might be defined as simple GDP, there are many 

layers to this, each at different points on a curve: for instance, economic decline with cultural 

renaissance in rust-belt cities, or political progress with eco-vulnerability in small islands.14    

Another view of this diagram sees that in the South, typically, ‘history repeats itself’ in a recurring 

cycle:  the benefits of growth are expropriated by unstable regimes, leading to rebellion and then 

back to authoritarianism.15  In the North, a similar cycle can revolve between consensus and 

disruption, with an unstable balance between material growth and socio-political development.  The 

route between South and North is pictured as a ladder of development under conditions of unequal 

exchange.   

If this is the normal dynamic curve, useful in understanding forests or lakes, what about the 

humans?    The synergistic approach shows up on the centre right of DEVELOPMENTAL-III-(D). Each 

cycle over time shows increasing co-intelligence, a flatter material growth curve, with less crisis and 

disruption.   In practical terms in (1), developing cities / countries of the South could aim beyond 

material ‘growth’ towards a wider ‘prosperity’ and ‘resilience’.  Developed countries of the North at 

(2), could aim at a different kind of transition, bypassing some of the crisis and shifting to an 

alternative pattern. For ‘Post-developed’ countries at (3), there is an opportunity for post-crisis 

learning, and a more considered and less painful path of restructuring.  In the restructuring phase at 

(4), there are shared-mind alternatives: gentrification which is less divisive, and redevelopment 

which is more inclusive, of a ‘wider’ community, with a ‘deeper’ range of values (as in LOCAL-

ONOMICS-III).    

These dynamic cycles are all about the emergence of change, to connect to the ‘relational’ picture 

above of North and South.  In reality, there’s no simple division between them, emerging nations are 

growing in their global role: each nation and region is a unique entity, with a position which changes 

all the time. Likewise there is no simple boundary between mode-I, II or mode-III types of 

development, more like a difference in orientation.  

                                                           
14 Ravetz 2013 
15 Raez-Luna 2009 
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Meanwhile at the time of writing, following the unravelling of 2008-2016 and the right wing attack 

on democracy and ‘world order’, there is a dangerous vacuum.  So the developmental pathways 

here aim at a forward view.  For the South, there are possibilities in trade and finance, migration and 

skills, climate and resources, science and other partnerships, to shift a myopic and rapacious growth 

curve, towards something more balanced and synergistic.  For the North, mired in stagnation and 

uncertainty, post- or pre-crisis, there’s a co-evolutionary potential, where positive relations with the 

South are one of the keys. For the economic layer, the current model of cheap mass production 

(South) and credit fuelled consumption (North), could shift to a more synergistic relationship, as in 

LOCAL-ONOMICS-III or CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III or FINANCE-III.  Similar with climate change, where there are 

new opportunities for climate-related innovation, finance, agriculture, trade and development, as in 

CLIMATE-III or FOOD-III.   Overall these synergistic cycles address not only South-North relations, but 

the entire world system – a global cognitive capital, to learn, think, create and collaborate.  
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FIGURE 10-2: DEVELOPMENT-PATHWAYS 
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Developmental pathways & scanning 
 

Before that, let’s look at pathways ‘on the ground’, as a reality check to the global picture above.  Six 

cities are selected here to show different points of the geo-dynamic cycle, as in  DEVELOPMENT-

PATHWAYS-(E), (and each has hosted some recent book writing).  In each there are combinations of 

change, restructuring, disruption,  growth and decline, all entangled, with dark shadows and brilliant 

lights. None of them seem well prepared for oncoming turbulence and disruptions, but each in its 

own way shows a dynamic potential for creative and synergistic thinking....  

In parallel there are some results from a ‘Deeper-City Scan’. This is based on 24 indicators, in the 

structure of the synergistic matrix summaries in each chapter. These show in the different tracks 

(dotted and dashed lines), the mode-I, mode-II and mode-III measures in eight STEEP fields (in this 

case, social, technical, economic, environment, political, cultural, urban and ‘institutional’).  

Indicators and indices can be very problematic, as in chapter 2, but they have some uses. Here the 

Synergistic Scans are basically about learning and deliberation – not that a Deeper City can be 

measured, but it can be useful to put some numbers on the table, to discuss and compare, just as a 

full medical diagnosis might follow on from a simple x-ray.  

In practice cities are less simple than the human anatomy.   But discussion around the scans can 

point to strengths or weaknesses (or opportunities / threats), and potential pathways. For example if 

the mode-III economy looks weak while mode-I is strong, this could be a synergistic ‘opportunity’: if 

the other way around, a potential ‘threat’ or vulnerability.   Here, the suggested pathway priorities in 

each city are based on direct experience, starting from many discussions with many actors.  In each 

there is a process of learning – with outlooks, foresights, strategies, platforms, labs and forums – and 

then the current aspirations for smart, sustainable, resilient, inclusive, liveable and similar goals.  

Then it’s down to creative deliberation on the emerging potential…  

The numbers are compiled from a range of global databases and indices, as in Table 12.x in the 

Annex, and the full dataset is online. However, users should not get too excited… the data is patchy 

and uneven, local data is scarce, the choice of indicators can be argued, and few measures have any 

time series.  Even basic indicators such as ‘urban population’ can be complex and problematic in the 

detail, let alone more abstract measures of ‘transparency’.  Global leagues such as ‘Liveability’ 

(where Melbourne is regularly at the top), or the UN ‘City Prosperity Index’ tend to bypass such 

questions.   One example is the ‘City-Scans’ of the UN Global Compact Cities Programme:16  no 

competitive league table, this is more about self-benchmarking and self-improvement.  

The first three cities here are at different places on the conventional upward growth curve: 

‘developing’ (Chennai), ‘emerging’ (Dubai), and ‘developed’ (Melbourne).  

 

Chennai:  

a fast growing historic southern Indian city. There are typical syndromes of informality, corruption, 

unproductive business, failing infrastructure, entrenched poverty, caste divisions, ingrained gender 

                                                           
16 Global Compact Cities Programme 2015 
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inequalities and traumas. There is further pressure from climate-induced drought, rampant 

urbanization, and the wanton destruction of the surrounding ecosystems.  Meanwhile the digital 

transition has arrived suddenly, with public services and smart city effects now disrupting millions of 

small or micro businesses and informal workers.  India, even more than other developmental nations 

is hurtling into a massive urban transformation, with outcomes which are impossible to guess.  There 

are huge promises and aspirations, along with impossible challenges, and a new kind of physical city 

of enclaves and security fences is burgeoning in all directions.17 

As for pathways: on the techno-economic axis there are extraordinary opportunities in digitizing a 

mostly informal economy, with a choice between a new transparency or reinforcement of 

corruption and hierarchy. There’s a social-cultural pathway, where the transitions in gender and 

kinship structures, could enable new forms of community and network to emerge. And there’s an 

urban-political-ecological pathway on climate and adaptation, forced by increasing vulnerability to 

water and food: where new models of democracy and markets might emerge for ecosystem services 

between rural, urban and peri-urban areas.   

 

Qatar:  

Here is a global hub only 50 years old, with an extraordinary rate of development and infrastructure 

driven by fossil fuel wealth, run by autocracy and nepotism, located in a harsh climate which 

demands wrap-around artificial environments.18 Behind the glittering facades is deep inequality of 

classes, ethnic or tribal groups, and an extreme gender divide.   With a population of 90% migrants, 

Qatar is perhaps the least obvious case for a deeper city mind: the different migrant communities, 

from high-level consultants to manual service workers, are separated by language, culture, wealth, 

education, and physically segregated in much of the city. Looking ahead, such hectic rates of growth 

cannot continue without end, a gradual mixing of communities could be anticipated, and a more 

democratic governance seems not impossible.19  

As for pathways: emerging shared-mind effects can be seen in non-local ways, through globalized 

networks, social or economic or cultural, mixing as if an extended airport terminal. There are signs at 

least in some of the Gulf States, of looking towards a post-carbon energy transition, and certainly 

the techno-economic ‘future’ is big business here. The over-arching pathway is about democracy 

and equality, and time will tell whether consensus or confrontation will bring a renewal. But the 

Qatar case (with similar states in the Gulf) shows the challenge of a city-state which is more global 

than local, where the webs of finance, technology, or diaspora uses a local hub for global ends. 

 

Melbourne:    

This 170 year old city is headlined as ‘viable, sustainable, resilient, prosperous’, and is regularly at 

the top of ‘liveable city’ league tables.  In reality the central and inner areas with culture, greenspace 

and other qualities of life, are a small part of a sprawling metropolis of car-dependent suburbs.  

Melbourne is now a leading ‘Rockefeller 100 Resilient City’, which raises the question, resilient to 

                                                           
17 Hackenbroch & Woiwode 2016 
18 Krane 2009 
19 Ravetz 2013 
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what and for who?20  To explore this, the synergistic toolkit was used in a ‘Resilience-III’ 

investigation.  The starting point was the prospect of climate change, in which Australia is on the 

front line: with a 4 degrees scenario of fires, floods, droughts, heatwaves and pandemics, we have to 

rethink half the city.  Behind this are visible stresses, such as rapid growth, housing shortage, rural 

depopulation, social inequality, alcoholism and violence, youth unemployment and homelessness, 

and the ongoing traumas of the aboriginal population. To these could be added, ingrained sexism, 

climate denial and the long shadows of historic genocide.  The mapping of vulnerability shows not 

only ‘conventional’ deprivation, but middle-class exposure to insecure employment, housing finance, 

car dependence, obesity, depression and other syndromes of affluence.  

Pathways for Melbourne could revolve around this wide-ranging word ‘resilience’, and its meaning in 

an affluent globalized city.  For the physical responses to fire and flood, there is ongoing debate on 

defence, relocation, or community action, none of which are simple.21  For a more synergistic and 

long term resilience, facing 4 degrees of climate change, mass unemployment and a divided society, 

there are interesting possibilities.  One is a ‘socio-eco-cultural’ pathway of social innovation in ageing 

communities, repopulation of a sparse hinterland, and climate-proofed renewable energy and local 

food. Another pathway looks for ‘techno-urban-economic’ innovation, with distributed social 

enterprises replacing centralized employment. A third pathway sees new social livelihoods in the co-

production of public services, by and for the newly unemployed majority…   

Next – we follow around the development cycle, to emerging cities post-crisis (Medellin), post-

colonial (Johannesburg), or post-transition (Manchester), back to where we started.   

 

Medellin:   

Here is the cultural icon and second city of Colombia, winner of the ‘world’s most innovative city’ 

award, and host of the World Urban Forum 2014.22 As the city which came back from the dead, 

suffering endemic violence and corruption from narcotic gangs and paramilitaries, it’s now creative 

and thriving. Apart from the years of civil war, it seemed that the context of a rich and diverse 

region, a growing national economy, and a cohesive business community, enabled the growth of a 

‘local development state’ model. In contrast to most cities in the so-called developed world, 

Medellin kept its transport, energy, water and communications in public ownership. This funds and 

enables a ‘social transformation’ programs: pacification policies, a network of multi-functional 

education / community / cultural centres, a new metro and innovative cable-car transport. However 

it also meant an ongoing power struggle between capital and labour, with the predictable result of 

falling wages and rising insecurity. Meanwhile the mountain valley location concentrates pollution, 

floods and landslides, encouraging the wealthy to spread into the surrounding region. 

As for future pathways...  we could start from the contrast between the rhetoric of sustainability, 

and the reality of gated enclaves and out-of-town malls. The city’s social transformation program has 

high aspirations but many barriers: so we envision ‘socio-economic’ pathways for new kinds of 

assets and livelihoods starting in the slums and low-income areas. For the industrial city there are 

                                                           
20 City of Melbourne 2016 
21 Beilin & Wilkinson 2015 
22 Betancur, 2007: www.solucionesurbanas.org  

http://www.solucionesurbanas.org/
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pathways in diversification, workplace democracy and mutual ownership. And for the structures of 

gender and kinship, ‘socio-eco-cultural’ pathways could run with the tide of diversification and 

tolerance…  

 

Johannesburg:   

With a rapidly growing agglomeration of 15 million, this is the economic capital of South Africa, a 

young nation with a tortuous history of resource extraction, colonialism, and the evils of the 

apartheid regime.  A quarter century after the democratic transition there are still deep traumas in 

the social structure and culture and psyche: there’s also a physical legacy of segregation in the 

townships, and the typical mix of corruption, poverty, unemployment, ethnic and gender divisions.23  

Meanwhile the surroundings are burgeoning with a car-dependent sprawl of logistics and 

manufacturing, hi-tech campuses and hi-end housing enclaves, surrounded by a new kind of 

segregated and divided society. There’s also a dynamic of innovation, in a spectrum from research 

labs, to business development, to digital incubators in townships such as Soweto: a recent UN 

meeting explored the case for ‘urban innovation’ as combinations of top-down global techno-

economic and bottom-up social-eco-cultural.24 This is all the more needed with impending climate 

crisis, a severe drought and water deficit, with congestion and pollution of air water and ground, 

where current efforts to get basic data meet with walls of political and commercial secrecy. 25  

And the pathways?  There’s an ongoing ‘social-cultural’ reconciliation, which looks forward to inter-

generational empowerment, inclusion, healing, and renewal. There’s a techno-economic pathway, 

from low-productivity labour-intensive, to knowledge and capital intensive, and then to future high-

automation economies.  There’s an ‘urban-eco-social’ pathway, rebalancing the spatial structure 

with local ecological resources, housing needs, and crucial community resources.  Very little of these 

agendas can be achieved by the market alone, or by government alone (currently with its own 

institutional crises). So the synergistic approach here seems like a good start… 

 

Manchester and the UK 

Manchester (the city-region) is the national second city, birthplace of industrial revolution and digital 

revolution, a dynamic and problematic multi-layered city, in various stages of post-industrial 

‘fermentation’.  Through this book we’ve seen many of its negative sides with poverty, exclusion, un-

productivity, housing stress, social alienation, financial un-smartness, eco-myopia and other 

pathologies. Manchester in the 2017 terror attack showed great solidarity and cohesion: more 

generally there’s a slow crisis of confidence and clarity and ‘reason for being’, where gentrification 

and credit / property based consumption is a poor replacement for street culture. In contrast some 

parts of Manchester are booming, with a global sporting and scientific and higher education brand, 

an agenda-setting politics of devolution, and endless initiatives in urban labs, hubs, platforms, 

nodes, forums, networks and partnerships.  With these as the test-bed for the societal and 

developmental pathways, as throughout this book, there is everything to play for….  

                                                           
23 SACN 2016 
24 UNECA 2017 
25 Culwick et al. 2017 
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Meanwhile the UK, a 90% urbanized city-state, (as of 2017) stares into a kind of abyss, its massive 

act of self-harm staked on a single throw of the dice which were loaded, now run by a non-

government of chancers and showmen. Brexit (to myself and many others) is a 90% probability of a 

race to the bottom, a global tax-haven, millionaire’s playground, precarious theme-park economy, 

and a draining away of science, culture, finance and technology. However there is maybe a 10% 

chance that such catharsis and turmoil could also be an opportunity. As through this book there are 

opportunities, to rethink a ‘post’ society (post-colonial and post-industrial) as ‘pre-synergistic’, with 

pathways in food, housing, environment, education and many others. In the UK as elsewhere there 

are vested interests of power and wealth set dead against such pathways, so transformative change 

as and when, is likely to be rhizomatic, synergistic, disruptive... 
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3) All in the mind: Global-III 
 

Finally – the global case-study, on the only habitable planet we know (at the time of writing).  Every 

day there is news of major disruption, possibly catastrophic and irreversible, of this planetary home: 

and if not ecological, there are many human disasters in waiting from the NEXUS-CONNEXUS of 

Chapter 2.  So now is the time for some global thinking. 

The Gaia hypothesis, (a.k.a. Gaia theory or Gaia principle), observes the interaction of biological 

systems and physical systems, and proposes the qualities of self-regulation in a many-layered global 

system.26  So, what about the humans?  Homo Sapiens now has extraordinary ability to disrupt and 

degrade this complex system, but we also have some kind of conscious goal, an intentional, 

reflexive, normative goal for survival and prosperity.   From all the explorations and mappings up to 

now, it seems that there is a chance of survival and prosperity, but this is highly conditional.  

The decline and fall of civilizations is a powerful narrative, from the Mayan or Roman, to the 

Chinese, Ottomans, and Soviet bloc.27  Each of these can be tracked on the ‘dynamic cycle’ of 

growth, climax, crisis and restructuring, seen in DEVELOPMENTAL-III.  Powerful socio-economic-

political structures can easily become ossified, rigid, hierarchical, inward-looking: the result can be 

deforestation on Easter Island, Mayan vulnerability to the Conquistadores, or blind herd instincts in 

the financial crash of 2008.  All these and more can be scaled to a global level, the difference being 

that failure could be existential and irreversible.  But as yet the DNA and the operating systems of 

global capitalism, geo-politics, resource use, all seem irreversibly clever / stupid, or at best smart / 

un-smart. Everywhere are lock-ins and double-binds – the climate as we know it versus the 

economy, or social justice versus resource use.  

This all points towards a Hypothesis, which we sketch in the GLOBAL-MIND-III.  We could propose a 

‘One Planet Hypothesis’ named after the footprint program: a better title is the ‘Athena Hypothesis’. 

This draws on older mythology, with a strong logic – Athena is the first ever goddess of a city, along 

with courage, civilization, law and justice, ‘just warfare’, mathematics, strategy, arts and crafts, and 

skill and wisdom in general. Athena is also the great-grand-daughter of Gaia, which seems just right.  

The Athena Hypothesis proposes that “co-evolution of a sentient species with its life-support 

systems depends on its deeper collective intelligence”.  In other words, when a species has enough 

knowledge to destroy itself and/or its life-support, it also needs the deeper city, the many-layered 

wisdom to manage that technical knowledge.  Otherwise, like a small child playing with a loaded 

weapon, it’s very likely to self-destruct. The Hypothesis points directly to the ‘synergistic pathways 

from smart to wise’, at the global level. So, could such a Hypothesis be tested: and what are the 

implications?   

To explore the scope of a global mind, again we can use the metaphor of ‘wider, deeper, further’.   

The ‘wider-mind’ includes all actors and resources: the deeper-mind includes many domains, social, 

technical, economic, political and cultural. The further-mind aims to understand complexity with 

many causes and effects.  These are the pre-conditions for co-evolution: from a mode-I ‘clever’ 

                                                           
26 Lovelock 2001 
27 Diamond 2005 
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system, to a mode-II biological ‘smart’ system, and then to a mode-III human ‘wise’ system of 

collective intelligence.  

Overview and review 

There are many angles on this, as flagged in SHARED-MIND-III. ‘Conscious co-evolution’ sees 

humanity with the explicit choice to design its own future, both material and spiritual.28  The 

‘global brain’ sees the evolution of consciousness as the latest stage in a 4-billion year 

journey.29  Global scale challenges can be seen as both catastrophes and opportunities for 

new creativity and ingenuity.30  The Global Transition Initiative looks systematically at 

alternative futures, and names a global aspiration as ‘Earthland’.31  The World Resource 

Institute reports continuously on the evidence for / against sustainability:32 Earth Intelligence 

is a peace-focused network:33 the Global Futures Intelligence System is a first-base 

knowledge platform:34 and Future Earth aims at a global scientific collaboration for global 

challenges.35  The World Economic Forum hosts the Global Agenda Councils, and every inter-

governmental agency now has outlooks, foresights, prospectives, megatrends, grand societal 

challenges and similar (strangely, few of them anticipated the financial crisis, the rise of 

extremism or similar existential challenges).  

In hindsight, this global question is not so new.36 One strand is the ‘organicist’ view of society 

as organism, and biosphere as a self-regulating entity. Another is the informatic approach, 

which began with encyclopedias such as the ‘world brain’ of H.G.Wells:37 and now is leaping 

ahead with global systems of social media and internet of things.38 A third strand is the 

evolutionary emergence of higher levels of consciousness and/or spirituality, such as the 

‘noosphere’ of Teilhard de Chardin.39  Putting these together points to the logic of 

evolutionary cybernetics, and evolutionary transitions from single-cell to multi-cell 

organisms.40  Such grand ideas can then find practical applications, in organizations or 

technologies, where the cultural or technical or governance ‘pre-conditions’ are similar to 

those of synergistic thinking.41 

Is there a risk of utopian thinking here?  Humans are already busy creating global-mind systems in 

digital informatics, finance and industrial production. Each system seems pathologically myopic, 

corrupt and dysfunctional, paranoid and schizophrenic. And in rational terms, any global shared-

mind or co-intelligence points towards unimaginable concentrations of power and wealth, with 

unlimited incentives for hijacking, expropriation, misuse or abuse. Some current results are sketched 

                                                           
28 Marx Hubbard 2002 
29 Bloom 2001 
30 Homer-Dixon 2006: Tovey 2008 
31 Raskin, 2016 
32 Brown 2012 
33 Steele, 2010 
34 Glenn 2013 
35 Cornell et al, 2013 
36 Heylighen 2012 
37 Wells 1936 
38 Levy 1994: Lynch 2016 
39 De Chardin 1955 
40 Corning 1995 
41 Mulgan 2104: Broadbent & Gallotti 2015 
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on the left side of ONE-PLANET-PATHWAYS-(A).  The global military-industrial-fossil-fuel-techno-security 

complex goes feral and reckless, with social and political structures broken and scattered...  

The financial system seems so far the most dominant of the current global-mind systems.  There are 

shocking facts on billionaires, but the bigger point is the systemic expropriation of value from all 

levels, where finance effectively owns and runs societies and governments.  In its mono-functional 

role, finance seemed useful with a linear mode-I ‘high street’ banking. With an evolutionary mode-II 

‘wall street’ model, finance is wildly ‘successful’ as a profit-making casino.  But finance in either 

mode-I or mode-II leads to structures of power and inequality which are incredibly destructive of 

others. So at the global scale we have to talk about a wiser FINANCE-III, about the re-connection of 

financial value to ecological and social and cultural values. It’s about financial co-learning  and co-

creation, to enable synergistic pathways in cities, economies, ecologies and others.  

Meanwhile a global digital-mind emerges day by day, with digital platforms and networks in all 

sectors, with vast data feeds going to commercial algorithms and government surveillance agencies. 

Facebook leads with 2 billion users and a kind of global mission statement.42  The ‘internet of things’ 

expands from computing and mobiles into personal activities of all kinds, while AI promises a golden 

age where the system will be smarter than its users.  Some interpret this as a ‘singularity’ where the 

machines take over, others as a battlefield of technologies and corporate empires. Meanwhile, 

global systems are now run by a techno-economic elite, where a promised empowerment also 

brings surveillance and entrapment.43  An even greater challenge is now the digital-enhanced 

corruption and fragmentation of reality itself. The post-truth filter-bubbles, echo-chambers, click-

baiting, alternative newsfeeds (‘lie-tainment’) and cyber-fraud, all combine in the rise of anger and 

intolerance and the unravelling of the social order (such as it was).  As in TECHNOLOGIES-III, the 

challenge is a digital paradigm which enables synergistic pathways, where the catalytic role of the 

digital is crucial for social, technical economic or political progress.  Clearly, digital innovation is way 

ahead of government or civic control, as the stakes are far too high, so we can only expect change 

from within.  This calls for not only a semantic Web 2.0, more like a synergistic Web-3.0 or CHAI 

(‘Collective Human-Artificial Intelligence’).  In short, to manage and harness the global digital-mind, 

calls for transformation in the global human-mind.  

A third global system also looks very smart but increasingly myopic and neurotic, the global 

industrial supply-chain and value-chain system. An average phone contains 5000 components, each 

with a global trail of materials and processes and logistics: a miracle of mode-I organization and 

distribution.  It’s also a highly ingenious system of mode-II incentives: expropriations and land-grabs 

on the supply side, planned obsolescence on the demand side, and near total disconnection from 

social or ecological limits.  So it’s no surprise the result is global climate change, resource depletion 

and manipulation of whole economies and societies. As in CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III, a system of near-zero 

waste material re-circulation is technically quite possible, but the greater challenge is in the 

‘recirculatory’ financial and political institutions to enable it.    

                                                           
42 Zuckerberg 2017 
43 Morozov 2013 
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Figure 10-4:  GLOBAL-PATHWAYS-3 
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Global-mind pathways  
 

Each of the above is hugely ambitious.  So to get beyond business as usual assumptions, and beyond 

naive utopianism, we look for seeds and signals of emergent change, in organizations, firms, sub-

cultures, networks, technologies, communities and societies.  We don’t anticipate a ‘global-mind-III’ 

in a super-computer with white-coated experts, or in a United Nations debating chamber (although 

these could help).  We could anticipate a process of convergence between proto-global-mind 

systems, in different sectors, professions, locations.  

To explore some possible pathways, we can only sketch some very simple ideas. For each of the 

three main globalizing systems – finance, informatics, industrial production – it seems there is a 

counterpart balancing system or domain – societal, governmental, and ecological. Pathways could 

then be designed on the basis of co-evolution between them. The sketch on the lower right of 

GLOBAL-MIND-III-(D) shows for each of these pairs, a feral extraction of power and wealth, turned 

into a recirculatory pattern, visualized as a connexus sphere.  And lower picture at (E), shows the 

main features of each pathway value-chain.  

So, a ‘financial-societal’ pathway is about the re-socializing and taming of feral finance, an existential 

global challenge.   Scaling up from FINANCE-III, there’s a confluence of societal fluxes:  new 

transparency in assets and markets with distributed ledger technology, emerging concepts of 

livelihood and prosperity, a political program to close tax-havens and recirculate rentier wealth. 

Most crucial is a psycho-cultural shift, as in SOCIETAL-III, to enable the super-rich to live a more 

humanly fulfilling and connected existence...    

The ‘informatic-governmental’ pathway is also an existential challenge, but one which is hardly 

understood or anticipated. The global scale risks of singularities and super-intelligences loom over 

the current creative disruption of networks, platforms, service chains and filter bubbles. This 

pathway, already sketched in INFORMATICS-III,  now looks towards the global scale. It sees the onward 

march of AI as effectively unstoppable, and providing unlimited power and wealth to the elite which 

captures it: the only response is to accelerate the human intelligence, in societal institutions, 

economic markets and especially in public governance.  Regulation is just a start on a process of 

techno-political co-evolution. Hence the transformative agenda of CHAI (‘Collective Human-Artificial 

Intelligence’), where the creative-conscious-collective human intelligence of ‘CHI’ works alongside 

the analytic power of AI.   

Meanwhile the global ‘production-ecological’ pathway seems quite feasible, at least in technical 

terms. The low-carbon transition, resource efficiency, circul-onomics, one-planet living technologies 

and infrastructures are in the pipeline. But, as in CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III, the missing link is the social, 

cultural, financial, governmental transformations to enable and support all this. Some are waiting for 

the first major climate disaster as a wake-up call, others for an outbreak of grassroots participative 

democracy.  From the pathway point of view, neither on its own is enough: again we are in a jungle 

of socio-eco-technical complexity, seeking a map to get started…  

Overall, these pathways for a global-mind show a kind of subversive transformation, a rhizomatic 

restructuring, a self-organizing, neuro-plasticity, genetically learning, emergent process of building 

collective intelligence.  As Buckminster Fuller observed, ‘To change something, build a new model 
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that makes the existing model obsolete’.  In the messy, turbulent, disruptive times ahead, there’s a 

nexus of top-down versus bottom-up, or global versus local.   No-one can say which can prevail. But 

it seems the agenda here is way beyond technical super-computing, or financial regulation, it’s more 

about the societal DNA itself, and transformation across all the domains, technology, economies, 

cultures, politics.  Collective intelligence it seems, is not an optional extra…  

 

Back to the Hypothesis 

So to recall the questions – how could the Athena Hypothesis be tested? and what are the 

implications?   As for testing the hypothesis, we are inside our own global experiment, and risking 

self-destruction does not seem a good option, if there is a choice.  We are not only in an 

Anthropocene, a ‘capital-ocene’ and ‘urban-ocene’:  arguably we are in a ‘cogno-scene’, a geological 

age dominated by human consciousness.44  So we can try to assess or somehow evaluate this global 

collective intelligence. Following the track of the Deeper City scan above, there is ever-growing data 

on mode-III qualities such as transparency, justice or strategic thinking.  Measuring the ‘wisdom of 

crowds’ can be extended from single issues, all the way to global levels of co-learning and co-

creation.45   We could take the fundamentals of conscious systems, as in DEEPER-MIND-III, and apply 

them to economic complexity or associative democracy.46 

But it could be more useful to frame the whole question not as an answer (the “42” of Douglas 

Adams), but more as a learning process.  This calls for enquiry and deliberation, mapping and design, 

analysis and synthesis, applying the synergistic methods and tools, in collaboration with many actors 

in many sectors.  And so the continuous evaluation of collective intelligence, is a key part of that 

collective intelligence.  

As for the implications:  as we saw above, there are urgent and existential threats on at least three 

fronts: feral finance, capture of super-intelligence, and the conflict of industrial production with 

global life-support systems (along with many other risks such as pandemics or nuclear war). Three 

kinds of synergistic pathways begin to address these in a generalized way.  But in practice we have to 

start with practical things on the table. For instance, the Low-Carb-City pathway is linked to many 

other pathways, in finance, government, public services and so on, each pushing a little way towards 

a collective intelligence.  Could these shared-mind systems in each sector, or each actor, at each 

scale level, as with the 40 pathways in this book, begin to join into global scale shared-mind 

systems?  On this track we look for emerging signs and seeds in all directions – ‘wise’ energy 

systems, financial systems, food systems, informatic systems and so on. The global-mind-III is not 

likely to arrive one day fully formed, rather it could emerge in many ways, some quite unexpected. 

 

Example:  Global Forest Watch 

One of the best is the Global Forest Watch program of the World Resource Institute.47  This 

uses state-of-the-art satellite imagery, tracking global deforestation in real time, with an 

                                                           
44 Moore 2016 
45 Surowiecki 2005 
46 Hausman et al 2011 
47 www.globalforestwatch.org  

http://www.globalforestwatch.org/
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interactive platform and social media community, and positive links to policy and business. 

The result is a very practical toolkit for environmental foresight and policy intelligence, at 

multiple scales from local to national and global.  This works in practical terms as trees are 

visible by satellite (although deforestation is far from simple).  If we translate this for 

example to a circular economy, this seems much more complex to track, and there are issues 

of digital surveillance, where one person’s ‘circular’ is another’s profit margin...  

And what of the much longer term?  Someday the sun will expand, and the small watery planet 

known as Earth can only be a temporary home. The most plausible narrative (for myself) is the 

continuing co-evolution at ever increasing scales, of collective intelligence.  It seems (thinking 

positively) that the synergistic pathways could lead towards the planetary level consciousness, or 

collective intelligence, or global-mind-III.   But that is just a beginning: in due course the collective 

intelligence begins to scale up to the solar system, then the inter-stellar clusters. It follows with the 

galactic and super-galactic cluster levels. At some kind of omega point, the whole universe is of one 

mind, and the quest for universal meaning and consciousness comes full circle...48    

  

                                                           
48 Stapledon, 1937 
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4) What next: User-pathways 
 

Synergistic thinking is the foundation of the 40 or so pathways in this book – on paper quite nice, but 

in reality, each will have to engage wider, further and deeper in a problematic world outside. So 

many practical questions come up. ‘Who’ can use all this, and ‘why’ would they want to?  ‘Where’ 

are the best kind of spaces, and ‘how’ to use the tools?   ‘How much’ is needed in resources, and ‘so 

what’ would be the results? And so on.  Here we finish what was started in the Toolkits in Chapter 3, 

a practical guide to turn vision into action.   

The last kind of pathway here is that of the ‘users’ themselves, the people or organizations or 

societies out there.  The ‘users’ of synergistic tools are each in their own way, on some kind of 

journey of experimentation and learning and collaboration, in other words, on a User Pathway.  

The setting for such pathways goes by different ‘Laboratory’ names, depending on the focus and the 

choice of tools (see TOOLKIT-IN-USE).   

- Mind-Lab for general experiments with collective intelligence;  

- Scenario-Lab, with a focus on the future;  

- Synergy-Lab, to explore the co-evolution potential;  

- Strategy-Lab for practical plans and projects. 

If all these are involved in a longer program we have a Collaboratorium, a ‘laboratory for 

collaboration’.  And a series of Collaboratoria would be an integrated Multi-Versity, a city or 

community where everyone learns with / from everyone.  At the moment Labs are in fashion, with 

city-labs, policy-labs, future-labs, think-labs, and a Mind-Lab in Copenhagen:49  but other images are 

also useful, such as gardens, big tents, sand-pits or idea-pools.  If we focus on the ‘workshop’ idea, a 

hub of creative activity, we can do ‘walk-shops’ (out in the landscape), ‘talk-shops’ (speaking for 

itself), ‘draw-shops’ (for visual thinking), or ‘dream-shops’ (into the subconscious).  Actually there are 

several thousand years of forums, think-tanks, circles, away-days and symposia (from the Greek 

‘drinking together’…).  But too often these fall short:  power dominates, participants stay in silos, key 

persons are missing, time is too short, problems are not well defined, discussion goes in circles, and 

the questions are too easy or difficult. So it’s crucial to keep in view the principles of collective 

intelligence, and the synergistic processes to unlock it.   

So here are the last pathways of this book – ‘User-Pathways’ – in the context of a Collaboratorium or 

Multi-Versity.  This is but a snapshot, as every day there are new technologies, political models, 

social innovations: the synergistic methods have been visible only since 2014, so the library of 

experience is as yet young...    

 

FIGURE 10-4:  USER PATHWAYS  

                                                           
49 Mindlab 2015 
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The Collaboratorium & Multi-versity 
 

As above, a Collaboratorium is a series of Labs, and a Multi-versity is a series of Collaboratoria.  Each 

may have many kinds of users, uses, usage, use-ware, and so on.  Nine basic questions are just 

enough to describe this, shown in USER-PATHWAYS, lower part (B).  The Toolkits in Chapter 3 was 

mainly about the ‘when’ question (the ‘4S’ process ), and the ‘whither’ question (the underlying 

theory).  This section here is about the others:  How to use the tools: Where are the best places: How 

much resources are needed: What are the expected results: Who are the users, and Why are they 

here?   This last question of Why is then the key to a set of practical User Pathways. 

  

‘Where’ are the best spaces and places? 

Civilization – the word shares its roots with ‘city’ and ‘civic’ – has physical ‘spaces and places’ at its 

core. The marketplace, agora, hub, chamber or forum, is essential for an open democratic society: it 

can also be captured by dictators or demagogues.  The same applies even more to virtual-digital 

spaces, where unseen algorithms are open to misuse and abuse.50  For both human and technical 

there are general principles for ‘round tables’, ‘platforms’ or ‘observatories’, and the famous 

‘outlook tower’ in Edinburgh took this quite literally. The point of all these is to enable the inter-

connections of creative strands – social innovation, deliberative co-creation, rapid prototyping, 

change management, action learning, design thinking and so on.  Spaces, whether physical, virtual, 

cultural or social, can help or hinder these processes, for success or failure.  The picture in USER-

PATHWAYS upper part (A) shows a garden with spaces for both contemplation and co-creation.  (Full 

disclosure – as a ‘space activist’ / community architect, I go around the world’s meeting rooms, 

shifting straight rows of chairs in linear Mode-I style, to circular patterns more suited to Mode-III 

creative thinking).  

 

‘How’ to use the methods and tools? 

Our Synergistic Toolkit looks well-ordered with 12 steps, but comes with a deliberately  loose 

portfolio of methods and tools, mainly centred on systems thinking, futures methods and strategic 

intelligence. Each fits to one of four stages in the Toolkit, and the synergistic dimensions are  

sketched in the Insights of Chapter 9, and particularly in FORESIGHT-III.   For the Systems Mapping 

stage there is Soft Systems Methodology for more fuzzy issues, the cybernetic Viable Systems 

Model, and systems dynamic modelling if the parameters can be measured and hard-linked. For 

Scenario Mapping there are libraries of futures tools: horizon scanning, Causal Layer Analysis, 

scenario inductive logic, success or back-casting scenarios, wild card analysis, cross-impact analysis, 

Delphi and expert elicitation.51 For Synergy Mapping, there are many kinds of creative process, 

Design Thinking, ‘sandpits’, ‘unconferences’ and other open brainstorming. For Pathway Mapping 

there are common methods of road-mapping, strategic planning and management.  

                                                           
50 Pariser 2011 
51 Ringland et al 2010: Miles et al 2016 
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In each of these, synergistic thinking pushes standard tools in the direction of collective intelligence: 

in each we aim towards ‘wider’ synergies of actors, ‘further’ linkages of actors, and ‘deeper’ layers of 

values.  As to software, the potential seems endless: for example, ‘Futurescaper’ enables horizon-

scanning and sense-making:  ‘Metro-Quest’ links mass online participation with visualization:  C-

Maps tracks loose intuitive concepts: Social Network Analysis maps the tangible links between actors 

or factors. We use complex technical models for complex technical systems such as energy or 

transport. But from experience so far, low-tech tools, flipcharts and sticky notes can be more 

responsive to fuzzy messy societal challenges. 

 

‘What’ are the main applications?  

In many walks of life, yesterday’s linear thinking isn’t enough, for the inter-connected challenges of 

today and tomorrow. For instance, it’s now accepted that flood resilience needs not only ‘hard’ 

concrete walls, but ‘soft’ social inter-connections, which can be tricky for the engineers in charge.  

Resilience to flooding can be framed as a mode-I mechanical problem, as a mode-II evolution, or a 

mode-III co-evolutionary challenge.  So the Insights of Chapter 9 provide a starting point for the 

knowledge which is needed: a RESILIENCE-III for flooding can then work alongside the insights of 

FORESIGHT-III, EVALUATION-III,  and DEEPER-MIND-III.   These four Insights are a start, and more could 

follow, as every stage of managing policy and governance, business and enterprise has a synergistic 

dimension. For instance, our Low-Carb-City calls for new forms of business models, finance, spatial 

planning, organization types, multi-level governance and digital services.  These all rest on 

collaborative learning as in DEEPER-MIND-III, integrated assessment in EVALUATION-III, the systems 

view of RESILIENCE-III, and strategic thinking of FORESIGHT-III,   

 

‘Who’ are the users and ‘why’ are they involved? 

The most crucial questions are, who will use this synergistic toolkit, and why?  In principle any 

person, organization or community can be a user: in practice, more likely to be those already looking 

ahead, aware of the possibility of wider and deeper thinking (one of the best ever climate change 

meetings was in Blackpool 2012, where business leaders mixed with schoolkids). As to why, Aristotle 

set out different knowledge types as ‘phronesis, episteme and techne’ in the ‘Ethics’. In modern 

equivalents, phronesis is something like ‘practical wisdom’ or judgment for complex societal issues.  

Episteme is more akin to scientific knowledge for research or education. And techne is more about 

practical knowledge in business or governance or civil society, where the main goal is to make things 

happen. Here we divide techne into a policy type knowledge, more strategic, and an enterprise type, 

more about direct action.    

In practice these user types and knowledge types are quite inter-connected.  A real-world challenge, 

such as the Low-Carb-City, calls for the whole mix – public debate on the scope and implications, 

scientific evidence where possible, enabling by policy and action by enterprise.  So how to bring 

these different knowledges together in a meaningful way? 
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Mapping User Pathways 
This is the role of the User Pathways. To visualize, each pathway starts at one of the four corners of 

the concept landscape in USER-PATHWAYS lower part (B). The pathway looks like a winding route 

through the garden, up and down stairs, past the fountains, through the arbours and so on.  Each 

pathway takes these questions above – what, why, where, who, etc – to traverse in a great circle and 

and arrive back.  This framework is loose, results are not guaranteed, fixed plans will change, time is 

too short, sponsors move goalposts, participants or researchers argue, and it’s quite an achievement 

to get through in one piece (from experience)…  but very much worth striving for.  

 

Societal user pathways  

Some are more actively involved in the shaping of society and the future, and their pathway starts 

with the ‘who’ and ‘why’ and ‘what’ questions. For citizens, households, communities, networks or 

organizations, meaningful knowledge comes firstly by the round tables and spaces of enquiry and 

deliberation.  This can now be augmented by digital tools, online or off-line, virtual or distributed, 

but whether human or digital, the people (‘actors’) are at the centre.  To start a session we go 

around the table, asking who is connected to whom – and who is NOT connected to whom. Then we 

get into multiple economic, political, cultural layers, with present or future trends, and opportunities 

or threats. It seems every human problem is about multiplicity and contradiction, which certainly 

tests the skills of facilitators.   

At the core of such human interactions is the Synergy Mapping, where creative potential can be 

realized, where the sum is greater than the parts. Many similar versions have worked in different 

times and places, such as the parliament, potlatch, panchayat, althing or indaba.  Each has potential 

to free the collective imagination, by exploring and deliberation, and to bring the visions and insights 

back to practical actions. We could also include paint-ball weekends and away-days, visioning forums 

and community blackboards, un-conferences and goldfish bowls, ‘think-and-do-tanks’, Planning for 

Real, Lego-days and Ketso leaf-maps, role-plays and sand-pits.   Such experimentation needs to 

spread and grow. 

 

Knowledge user pathways  

Knowledge-based and ‘cognitive’ users are more focused on Aristotle’s episteme:  their pathway 

gravitates to the questions of ‘whither’ and ‘how’ and ‘when’.   With a scientific rationale and 

worldview of evidence and rational debate, these users could be researchers and academics, 

teachers and students, consultants and advisors, knowledge-based professionals of all kinds.   In an 

ideal world they gather information on everything in sight: in practice, resources are tight and 

knowledge is prioritized for relevance and significance.  So there are many overlaps to the societal 

user pathways, for the relevance and the ‘why’ questions: and to enterprise pathways, for the ‘what’ 

questions.  

This pathway should also explore in depth the scope of the problem and/or solution: is our Low-

Carb-City an economic, social, technical or cultural problem? Whose knowledge is relevant, and is 

this likely to be clever, smart or wise? (or possibly, stupid, un-smart, unwise)?  Such issues are 

generally messy and fuzzy and controversial, and working with them is as much an art as a science 
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(more on this in SCIENCE-III).  For this pathway, the ‘how’ question of methods and tools, is connected 

with the ‘how much’ question of resources, and the ‘who’ question of actors and sponsors. We can 

write scientific papers, but to be really useful, we have to link these with other kinds of actors, and 

travel the pathways through this more multi-layered knowledge landscape. 

 

Policy user pathways 

Policy might aim for ‘prosperity’ or ‘resilience’ or other grand system effects, but on a practical level 

it has to start with enabling actions – providing spaces, resources, tools, incentives, plans or 

coordination of various kinds. This fourth pathway is pictured at the lower part of USER-PATHWAYS-

(B).   It focuses on the ‘where’ questions of spaces and places: the ‘how much’ questions of 

resources, and the ‘what’ questions of the applications and insights which come out.  

In practice, policy is often less than clear on how to achieve its goals, so it works on enablers, such as 

labs, forums, hubs, platforms, or subsidies. It’s also surprising how much policy is constructed on a 

negative and ‘unwise’ basis: as seen in LOCAL-ONOMICS-III, public funding often goes to branch-plants 

of global firms, rather than providing resources for a more synergistic local innovation capacity.  So a 

more intelligent policy user pathway will look for spaces and enablers of wider synergies and deeper 

values. It will look for synergistic value chains with the question of ‘how much’.  And it will look for 

Insights for the complete cycle of policy, from problem analysis via DEEPER-MIND-III, to strategic 

intelligence via FORESIGHT-III, to policy analysis via E/VALUATION-III.  So, this policy user pathway 

underpins each of the others by linking debate with knowledge and action. 

 

Enterprise user pathways 

Enterprise users ‘get things done’ by practical strategy and management, in private sectors or public 

sectors. This pathway centres on the ‘how’ and ‘how much’ and ‘what’ questions of resources and 

results.  At each stage in the cycle of thinking and action, from the largest project to the smallest, 

there’s a menu:  enterprise-business-models, risk-resilience, futures-foresight, organization-learning, 

innovation-transition, project management, and assessment-evaluation.  

Under the surface this is all about collective intelligence of the firm or enterprise or organization. 

This can be guided by the four Toolkit stages, of ‘co-learning, co-knowledge, co-creation and co-

production’.  We need the enterprise to ‘co-learn’, in the creative spaces of labs or hubs or 

platforms:  and then gather ‘co-knowledge’ via scanning, delphi or technology foresight.  The 

enterprise will ‘co-create / co-design’ in science parks or incubators, enabled by seed-funds or 

venture capital.  If it’s on the other side of the tracks, then we look to the energy of the slums, the 

micro-entrepreneurs and the excluded.  In both system then we look to ‘co-innovate’ and ‘co-

produce’ with partners and value chains, helped by intelligent feedback for evaluation and 

management.  
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Where to start?  
If in doubt, keep it simple:  start with a Societal Pathway, and branch into a Knowledge Pathway or 

Enterprise Pathway as and when needed.  Any creative thinking process works better with good 

surroundings, so if possible borrow a large country house for a long weekend, as pictured here in 

USER-PATHWAYS, or in the MIND-GAMES of Chapter 11.  But in practice synergistic thinking may be 

more urgent in war-torn basements, deracinated slums, narcotic dens, post-industrial sink estates or 

other front-line situations. Luckily the basics of synergistic mapping can be done with napkins and 

bus tickets, leaves or Lego or stones in the sand.  

The garden here shows some essentials. Set up some round tables and resource libraries: think 

ahead with trends and ‘what-if’ scenarios. Make space for visioning and synergy forming, with 

feedback to some kind of action.  We can enable positive dynamics of knowledge, of human 

resources.  We can enable this with spaces for experimentation and contemplation. A typical 

synergistic program can run for hours, days, weeks, months or years, with numbers from three to 

300 or 300,000 with digital media. The key thing is a positive mind, honest and open, creative but 

critical, ready for serious fun.  If the synergistic process goes well, it will challenge boundaries 

between sectors or professions, explore controversial issues and problematic relations, and surface 

hidden controversies and conflicts.  As in other processes of mediation or actualization, skill and 

judgement can avoid traps and mobilize opportunities.    

And most important in all this are people. We need people who are creative, collaborative, critical 

and constructive, committed to the future, who can challenge their communities or sectors or 

professions where needed.  Leadership is much studied and promoted, but it seems even more 

important to spread such capacities around, so that leadership is everywhere.52 

Often the best place to start is the practical surroundings, the local community or social ecosystem, 

and it seems each decade brings its own version.  As a 1980s community architect-planner I worked 

with Planning For Real, Design Charettes, Urban Forums and Community Visioning.  We shifted in 

the 1990s to Round Tables, Local Agenda 21, Business Compacts and Local Strategic Partnerships.  

Now we have Occupy, Resilience Forums, Liveability Partnerships, Fab-Labs and Vision Labs.  Here 

and there on such journeys we learned about round (or square) tables, about the power of ideology 

and the ideology of power, and about co-learning and co-creation. Now there are extraordinary new 

possibilities, as digital tools evolve and multiply, as a Web 2.0 world shifts towards a Web 3.0 ‘CHAI’ 

(Collective Human-Artificial Intelligence). No-one can predict the potential even a decade ahead: but 

we’re still looking for a digital system which can support but not substitute for what’s most 

important – humans and their boundless potential.    

So, these Mind-Lab and Collaboratorium prototypes aim towards a next generation  of synergistic 

thinking and action. Gathering up every ‘co’-word in sight, we aim for co-learning in the round 

tables, and co-knowledge for a multiplicity of experience.  We foster co-creation in spaces of 

experimentation, and aim for co-production, with all available human resources.  This isn’t often a 

                                                           
52 Levin 2013: Parkin 2009 
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smooth or predictable journey – it’s more about transformation and disruption. If the results are not 

yet challenging and controversial, then we need to raise the game. 

On which note, the next chapter seems to fly off on a wilder tangent…  

 
 


